Return to whose interest was in the permanent values, 1 have observed Paris that however far removed are their works from the great creations of the past, successlul painters speak us though they stood for a similar compleieness. And since Matisse has been compared to Tintoretto, Michelangelo and Leonardo, prosperity attends the ripe autumn of his life. Indeed, he has been wise enough to live soberly, to prefer work to dissipation, and has the reward that his more careless contemporaries, Toulouse-Lautrec and Gmcler,did not1 liveto enjoy. My son John, who in the spring of 19-58 was appointed Director of the Tate Gallery, published that autumn a book t, on Charles Condor. It was curious to observe Ins reaction to the work and personality of one with whom 1 was so familiar. Although I gave him certain facts he required, I had not read the book until it appeared, I regretted thai he paid slight attention to Condcr's later canvases, Lovely as were his paintings on silk, his later canvases show a bold conception and an energy to which his silk paintings do not attain. It was his early oil painting which attracted Lautrec and Atiquetm rather than Iris slighter fans, the (uns which brought popularity to Conclcr in England. Conder, in his later mood, would have enjoyed certain qualities of Matisse's paintings, their colouring, their frank allure.
Matisse recognized Anquetin's great gifts; spoke warmly of his early pastels of women, but naturally cared less for his Rubens period—lie tried to stop the clock; in. vain, he said, for the hands went forward. It was pleasant to see Matisse. and Bussy so happy in one another's company, Bussy told me that they meet every day, yet Matisse has never asked to see his? Bussy's, work! I was to visit Matisse at his studio, But my object in coming to the South was achieved, and anxious to get to Paris, I left Monte Carlo the next evening, In Paris I stayed in a modest hotel in the rue tie VUhiver-site, a stone's throw from the rue cle Bcaunc, where I first lived, fifty years ago, with Herbert Fisher, Kenneth Fader, Arthur Studd and Ludwig von Hofmann, It was delightful to find this quiet quarter of Paris much as it was fifty years

